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8 [1] Accurate laser tracking of LAGEOS satellites, together with gravitational effects,
9 allows investigation a number of fine nongravitational perturbations in their orbit. Several
10 of these forces are reasonably interpreted in terms of known physical phenomena.
11 Postulated asymmetry in reflectivity of LAGEOS hemispheres is an exception. Here we
12 show that in spite of a recent suggestion, this empirical effect cannot be explained by
13 differential sunlight reflection on germanium and fused silica corner cube reflectors. The
14 true nature of this effect remains puzzling. INDEX TERMS: 1241 Geodesy and Gravity: Satellite
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20 1. Introduction

21 [2] Orbit analysis of the twin LAGEOS satellites is a
22 remarkably difficult task principally because of their accu-
23 rate observation data spanning a long period of time. It
24 provides a superb characterization of the geopotential,
25 including its long-period and irregular variations [e.g., Chen
26 et al., 1999; Cox and Chao, 2002], plate tectonics [e.g.,
27 Dunn et al., 1990; Altamimi et al., 2002] and the Earth
28 orientation parameters [e.g., Watkins and Eanes, 1994]. It
29 became also a splendid opportunity to test relativistic effects
30 [e.g., Ries et al., 1988], in particular, the Lense-Thirring
31 vectorial component of the post-Newtonian gravitation
32 [e.g., Ciufolini et al., 1998]. Additionally, after Smith and
33 Dunn’s [1980] discovery of a slow decrease of LAGEOS
34 semimajor axis, it also allows/requires to study fine non-
35 gravitational effects [e.g., Rubincam, 1987, 1988; Afonso
36 et al., 1989; Scharroo et al., 1991; Vokrouhlický and
37 Farinella, 1995; Métris et al., 1997; Slabinski, 1997]. A
38 possibility to study various nongravitational effects in
39 LAGEOS orbits is an interesting scientific problem as such,
40 but because of their characteristic indeterminism they also
41 appear as a hindrance for understanding further details of
42 both gravitational and relativity effects [e.g., Métris et al.,
43 1997]. So a capability to remove uncertainties in their
44 modeling is a very important task.
45 [3] The most puzzling nongravitational perturbation in
46 LAGEOS orbit is the assumed asymmetry in reflectivity of
47 the spacecraft hemispheres. This idea arose in the late 1980s
48 and became gradually a part of LAGEOS literature (see a
49 nice review by Rubincam [1993]). Here we use the work of

50Scharroo et al. [1991], who employed this effect when
51attempting to fit the early series of the LAGEOS anomalous
52along-track acceleration. They showed that a difference Dr
53in specular reflectivity of the Northern and Southern Hemi-
54spheres produces an acceleration

fA ¼ �FDr sin2 qr s ð1Þ

56along the direction s of the spin axis. Here, F = pR2F/
57(4mc) ’ 797 pm/s2, with R the satellite radius, m its mass, c
58the light velocity and F the solar radiation flux, and cos qr =
59s � n0, with n0 unitary vector toward the Sun (so that qr is the
60angle between s and n0). A similar result was obtained by
61Slabinski [1997], who assumed hemispheric asymmetry of
62both specular and diffuse reflectivity. Note that Métris et al.
63[1997] made an error in reproducing equation (1), so that
64their formula (3) should read as equation (1) above. With
65Dr ’ �0.015 and qr ’ 90�, both appropriate for the initial
6620 years of LAGEOS (Figure 1), the asymmetric reflectivity
67is basically an acceleration along the spacecraft spin axis
68with magnitude of ’12 pm/s2. It should be pointed out that
69the primary need to introduce the asymmetric reflectivity for
70LAGEOS orbits is to fit the anomalous along-track signal,
71where it contributes equally (or more) as the Yarkovsky-
72Schach effect during the periods when the satellite orbit
73enters the Earth’s shadow. Though not entirely negligible,
74the asymmetric reflectivity contribution to the eccentricity
75vector excitation is minor, about an order of magnitude
76smaller than the signal produced by the Yarkovsky-Schach
77effect and a slight net recalibration of the surface reflectivity
78[Métris et al., 1997]. Thus a validation of any physical
79model aiming to explain the observed asymmetric reflec-
80tivity must focus on the observed along-track excitations
81rather than eccentricity vector excitations.
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82 [4] Recently, Lucchesi [2003, 2004] argued that the
83 asymmetric reflectivity effect for LAGEOS satellites is
84 understood in terms of sunlight reflection on germanium
85 corner cube reflectors (CCRs). Here we however demon-
86 strate that the solar reflection on the entire net of CCRs on
87 the satellite surface, including the four germanium elements
88 with different reflectivity features, amounts barely to about
89 one third of the observed effect. Solar radiation reflection on
90 CCRs thus cannot explain the empirical asymmetric reflec-
91 tivity effect that remains a puzzling element in the theory of
92 nongravitational forces affecting LAGEOS orbits. The most
93 plausible cause, notably a possible small damage or pollu-
94 tion of one hemisphere during the satellite orbit insertion
95 phase, has been discussed by Rubincam [1993] (who
96 apparently arrived at a similar conclusion as obtained in
97 this paper but did not publish his result).

98 2. Theory

99 [5] In order to accurately formulate recoil due to sunlight
100 reflection on the spacecraft, we first consider a surface
101 element DS with normal vector n, such as the front facet
102 of CCR. Assuming partial specular reflection, fractionally r
103 part of the incident radiation, and partial diffuse reflection,
104 fractionally a part of the incident radiation, sunlight exerts
105 on the satellite the following force per unit of mass [Milani
106 et al., 1987; Slabinski, 1997]:

Df ¼ �DF cos q0 1� rð Þn0 þ 2 r cos q0 þ a=3ð Þ n½ 	; ð2Þ

108 with DF = FDS/(mc) and cos q0 = n � n0. CCRs have a
109 partial capability to reflect radiation backward; we shall
110 denote r0 the corresponding fraction, so that the backward
111 mode of reflection contributes to the total recoil on the
112 satellite with

Df 0 ¼ �DFr0 cos q0 n0: ð3Þ

114 We now aim to obtain a supplementary force DfT per unit of
115 mass that should be considered for explaining the

116anomalous orbital excitations of LAGEOS. For that purpose
117we must subtract the values of specular �r and diffuse a�
118reflectivity coefficients used in the background orbit
119determination model (those determining the radiation
120pressure coefficient CR). Only this differential effect should
121correspond to the new perturbation to be considered. We
122thus obtain

DfT ¼ �DF cos q0 �rþ r0�rð Þn0þ2 r� �rð Þ cos q0 þ a� �að Þ=3½ 	n½ 	:
ð4Þ

124In general, the reflectivity parameters r, r0 and a depend on
125the incidence angle q0; this is particularly true for the
126backward component r0 and specular r components. In what
127follows we shall assume a simple five-parameter model

r q0ð Þ ¼ a� b cosk q0; ð5aÞ

r0 q0ð Þ ¼ g� bð Þ cosk q0; ð5bÞ

131with (a, b, g; a) constants and k an integer exponent. Note
132the case of specular reflection of the unpolarized light from
133a flat surface is traditionally treated using the Fresnel
134formulae [e.g., Born and Wolf, 1964], whose algebraic
135dependence on q0 is too complicated to allow analytic
136analysis; however, equation (5a) represents an admittedly
137correct approximation for our purpose. Even more complex
138is the analysis of the retroreflected part for which
139equation (5b) is an approximation.
140[6] The instantaneous acceleration equation (4) must be
141averaged over the satellite’s rotation cycle, short compared
142to the relevant orbital timescales. This is a fairly standard
143procedure and we give only the final result (overbar
144indicates the rotation averaging)

DfT ¼ �DF A n0 þ B sð Þ: ð6Þ

146As expected, DfT has a component (�DFA) along the solar
147direction n0, whose average is effectively included in the

Figure 1. (left) Tilt angle qr between the solar direction n0 and the spin axis s of LAGEOS satellite as a
function of time during the first 20 years of the mission (solution due to Bertotti and Iess [1991] and
Farinella et al. [1996]). Thick intervals indicate periods of time when the satellite orbit crosses Earth’s
shadow. (right) Distribution of qr values, arbitrarily normalized to unity, when LAGEOS resides in
Earth’s shadow during the first 20 years of its mission.
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148 mean value of the radiation coefficient CR, and a component
149 (�DFB) along the direction s of spacecraft spin axis. The
150 latter component is of more importance here, since it seems
151 to bear characteristics of the empirical optical asymmetry
152 effect. Variations of the former component produce short-
153 term fluctuations of CR. With a little algebra we obtained

A ¼ a0 I 1 þ g I kþ1 � 2
cos d
sin qr

a0 J 2 þ bJ kþ2 þ eJ 1ð Þ ð7aÞ

B ¼ � 2 sin d a0 I2 þ b I kþ2 þ e I1ð Þ

þ 2 cos d
cos qr
sin qr

a0 J 2 þ bJ kþ2 þ eJ 1ð Þ; ð7bÞ

157 where e = (�a � a)/3, a0 = �r � a, d is CCR’s latitude with
158 respect to the spacecraft ‘‘equator’’ and the I and J
159 functions follow from recurrence series (n � 0)

Inþ1 ¼ A In þ BJ n; ð8aÞ

J nþ1 ¼
1

nþ 2

sinl0

p
Aþ B cosl0ð Þnþ1

�
þ nþ 1ð Þ AJ n þ B Inð Þ

�
;

ð8bÞ

163 with the starting values

I1 ¼
1

p
Al0 þ B sinl0ð Þ; ð9aÞ

J 1 ¼
1

2p
Bl0 þ sinl0 2Aþ B cosl0ð Þ½ 	; ð9bÞ

167 we use A = sin d cos qr, B = cos d sin qr,

cosl0 ¼

�1; for d > qr

� sin d
cos d

cos qr
sin qr

; for � qr < d < qr

1; for d < �qr

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð10Þ

169 for qr < p/2 and

cosl0 ¼

�1; for d < qr � p

� sin d
cos d

cos qr
sin qr

; for qr � p < d < p� qr

1; for d > p� qr

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð11Þ

171 for qr > p/2. We do not give here a more simple, but equally
172 straightforward, formulae for polar CCRs (d = ±90�).
173 [7] In the last step, a contribution from all surface CCRs
174 should be combined to obtain the final anomalous acceler-
175 ation due to fine details of sunlight reflection on the satellite
176 surface; distribution of CCRs on LAGEOS surface and their
177 surface area DS ’ 11.5 cm2 are taken from Avizonis [1997]
178 [see also Johnson et al., 1976; Cohen and Smith, 1985;

179Slabinski, 1997]. The suggested source of the optical
180anisotropy effect by Lucchesi [2003, 2004] stems from
181observation, that of the 426 CCRs on the LAGEOS satellite
182four are made of germanium (to facilitate laser ranging
183experiments with infrared systems), while the remaining
184422 are made of fused silica. The front surface reflectivity
185of the germanium CCRs is significantly higher than those of
186the fused silica CCRs; indeed, LAGEOS 1 photometry
187reported by Avizonis [1997] demonstrates sunlight reflec-
188tions from germanium CCRs appear about twice as bright as
189those from fused silica CCRs. Avizonis [1997] thus charac-
190terizes their respective ability to reflect unpolarized light as
191media with refractive indices n ’ 4 (for the germanium
192CCRs) and n ’ 1.5 (for the fused silica CCRs), though
193certainly this is a crude approximation and needs to be
194substantiated with experimental data. In the LAGEOS 1
195case, the four germanium CCRs are located asymmetrically
196with respect to the spacecraft equator, namely one on the
197northern pole and three equally spaced in longitude along
198the �22.98� latitude band (e.g., Johnson et al. [1976],
199Cohen and Smith [1985], Avizonis [1997], or Lucchesi
200[2004]). In the LAGEOS 2 case, the germanium CCRs
201are located symmetrically with respect to the spacecraft
202equator at ±31.23� latitudes [e.g., Lucchesi, 2004].
203[8] In what follows, we examine whether the resulting
204acceleration component along the spin axis, �DFSCCRB(d,
205qr), can explain the required optical asymmetry effect
206(equation (1)). We restrict our analysis to the case of
207LAGEOS 1 satellite, but our conclusion should apply to
208the case of LAGEOS 2 as well.

2093. Case of LAGEOS 1

210[9] Since fA and DfT change with time only via spacecraft
211spin axis tilt from the solar direction denoted qr, we first
212determine the appropriate range of values attained by this
213angle (Figure 1). We restrict our analysis to the first 20 yr of
214LAGEOS mission, during which we have a reliable enough
215theoretical model of LAGEOS’s spin axis evolution (see
216Vokrouhlický [1996] andMétris et al. [1999] for comments).
217Given the purpose of our study this limitation is not
218important. We note the near polar direction of the LAGEOS
219spin axis implies qr stays constrained within some interval
220near 90�, and its variations are mainly due to the ecliptic
221inclination with respect to the equator. The larger amplitude
222in the 1990s is due to the onset of regular precession of the
223spacecraft spin axis after the gravitational torque start to
224dominate the magnetic torque [Bertotti and Iess, 1991;
225Farinella et al., 1996]. Figure 1 (right) shows statistical
226distribution of qr values recorded when the LAGEOS orbit
227was crossing the Earth’s shadow, notably when the asym-
228metric reflectivity effect contributes to the anomalous along-
229track orbital perturbation.
230[10] With this information, we conducted the following
231test. We randomly chose a large number of parametric sets
232(a, b, g, e, k), recall definition of e given after equation (7b),
233characterizing sunlight reflection on CCRs (we note the
234result depends on the assumed values of a� and �r only very
235weakly). Parameters for those made of germanium and
236fused silica were considered different. In each of these
237cases we only controlled obvious constraints such as the
238total reflectivity coefficient is not larger than unity. We
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239 performed a weighted correlation analysis of the amplitude
240 (fA(qr) = �FDr sin2qr) of the empirical model of the
241 asymmetric reflectivity effect (fitted to the observations)
242 and the prediction (fB(qr) = �DFSCCRB(d, qr)) by our model
243 of the sunlight reflection on CCRs (equation (6)). In
244 quantitative terms, we computed the ‘‘weighted correlation
245 function’’

r a; b; g; e; kð Þ ¼
R
dqr w qrð Þ fA qrð Þ fB qrð ÞR

dqr w qrð Þ f 2A qrð Þ
; ð12Þ

247 where w(qr) is the weight function of the qr occurrence from
248 Figure 1. A CCR reflection solution with r near unity would
249 mean a model that reliably well explains the empirical
250 asymmetric reflectivity effect. The maximum value of r we
251 were able to find by running a million test cases was ’0.35
252 which means a fairly poor match of the two models. Note
253 that an order of magnitude misfit between the two models
254 corresponds to r ’ 0.1, and that is approximately what
255 happens for most of the realistic sets of parameters (a,. . .,
256 k). The amplitude of the along-axis acceleration predicted
257 by the CCRs reflection model is always significantly
258 smaller than the value needed to explain the anomalous
259 along-track signal of LAGEOS (and given by the empirical
260 model (equation (1)).
261 [11] Figure 2 shows a comparison of the along-axis
262 acceleration of the highest-r model (thick line 1) as com-
263 pared with the empirical model (equation (1)) (dashed line).
264 We also made the same analysis with a restricted model
265 where we included information about the refraction index n
266 for the fused silica glass (n ’ 1.5) and for germanium (n ’
267 4) [Avizonis, 1997]. That constrains specular reflectivity to
268 near unity at grazing angles and ’0.04, ’0.36 respectively,
269 at zero incidence angle for the two materials and conse-
270 quently fixes values of a and b in Equations (5). In
271 particular we set a = 1 for both types of CCRs, while b =
272 0.64 and b = 0.96 for germanium and fused silica CCRs
273 respectively. We then let g and k change and sought the
274 highest-r solution within this restricted model. The result is
275 shown by curve 2 in Figure 2. As expected with less degrees
276 of freedom the empirical model misfit is still larger (we
277 obtained maximum r ’ 0.22).
278 [12] Finally, we also directly used our formula (6) for the
279 sunlight pressure on CCRs to fit the anomalous along-track
280 acceleration of LAGEOS 1 (data by R.J. Eanes and J.C.
281 Ries were acquired through a public ftp site ftp://ftp.csr.
282 utexas.edu/pub/slr at CSR/UT), following thus the work of
283 Scharroo et al. [1991] and others. We first subtracted a
284 constant drag of 1 pm/s2 (as given by charged drag),
285 Yarkovsky thermal drag with amplitude of 3 pm/s2 and
286 Yarkovsky-Schach effect with amplitude of 240 pm/s2 and
287 phase lag f0 = 188� [see Métris et al., 1997]. The residual
288 signal was analyzed using the original Scharroo et al.
289 [1991] optical asymmetry acceleration equation (1) and
290 our model discussed in section 2. As expected, in the first
291 case the best fit is achieved with Dr = �0.015; for that value
292 the correlation of the residual along-track signal and that
293 from the empirical asymmetry model is ’0.6 (recall only
294 observations till 1996 are taken into account). This indicates
295 that the bulk of the remaining signal may be admittedly
296 interpreted by the empirical model. However, trying to

297explain the same residual signal using the parameterized
298model (equation (6)) the correlation dropped to a maximum
299value of ’0.13 even with a million trial cases for CCR
300parameter sets. This again clearly shows insufficiency of the
301CCR reflection model to replace the optical asymmetry
302effect.

3034. Conclusions

304[13] Both quantitative tests in section 3 show the radiative
305recoil due to the sunlight reflection on CCRs amounts to
306less than one third of the observed optical anisotropy effect
307for LAGEOS 1. The qualitative basis of this mismatch is
308twofold: (i) CCRs are too numerous on LAGEOS surface so
309that they form a very regular pattern (hence approximating
310‘‘true’’ sunlight reflection with a spherical model of constant
311reflectivity parameters is fairly satisfactory), and (ii) ger-
312manium CCRs are too few compared to the fused silica
313CCRs, to produce a significant asymmetry of the reflection.
314[14] Note the amplitude of our results from Figure 2 is
315still larger than the estimated along-axis acceleration by
316Lucchesi [2004, Figure 3]. With that Lucchesi should have
317reached the same conclusion as here; however, an incorrect
318methodology in his paper, and also by Lucchesi [2003], led
319to an apparent positive solution. By considering radiation
320recoil from ‘‘ad hoc’’ added germanium CCRs, the principal
321contribution to the eccentricity vector was that along the
322solar direction n0. However, as discussed in section 2, this
323part is effectively absorbed in the radiation pressure coef-
324ficient CR and should not be mislead for the optical
325asymmetry effect. Moreover, we recall the optical asymme-
326try effect’s principal importance is to contribute to the
327observed along-track signal and not the eccentricity vector
328excitation [Métris et al., 1997].
329[15] The asymmetric optical reflectivity remains a trou-
330bling element for the theory of nongravitational forces in

Figure 2. Along-axis acceleration component (in pm/s2)
as a function of the solar direction tilt angle qr for (1)
empirical asymmetric reflectivity model (equation (1)),
dashed line, and (2) our highest-r model of sunlight
reflection of LAGEOS CCRs, thick solid line labeled 1.
The thinner solid line labeled 2 is also a maximum-r model
but for a restricted set of a parametric choice (see the text).
Compare these results with Figure 3 of Lucchesi [2004].
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331 LAGEOS orbits. This paper should stimulate more theoret-
332 ical and laboratory work in recognizing its true nature.
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